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"The band’s sound is a colorful collision of ragged rock, skewed 
eastern European beats, ska, sultry tangos and other brands of 

unclassifiable musical mayhem... This Way to the EGRESS 
impresses with their own absolute relentless energy, versatility and 

voice." —Glide Magazine 

If Tom Waits and Patti Smith made a musical lovechild it would sound a bit 
like EGRESS. Whether you know them as the “dance band to ring in the end 

of the world with” or by their “raise a glass and drop a beat” attitude, 
EGRESS will leave their mark on you as the self proclaimed art-punks 

cascade onto the stage in an explosion of sound and sight. Described as 
equal parts unruly vaudeville, ebullient world-beat and three ring circus, they 
are an alchemy of worldly genres that catapults their audience through time 

and space with unexpected shifts of styles, tempos and time signatures. 

EGRESS is Taylor Galassi (lead vocals, accordion, piano); Sarah Shown 
(vocals, piano, violin); John Wentz (tuba, backup vocals); Jaclyn Kidd (guitar, 
banjo) Dave Best (drums and percussion) and a rotating cast of horn players. 

Hailing from a wide variety of musical backgrounds with a diverse array of 
influences, EGRESS crafts intricately arranged audible cocktails which will 

be sure to make you move. Their rambunctious stage show generates 
enough energy to light up a small city while their genre-bending miscellany 
has landed them sharing the stage with mighty acts like the Squirrel Nut 

Zippers and the punk cabaret duo, The Dresden Dolls.


With the successful release of their 2020 album behind them, EGRESS has 
hunkered down during the pandemic planting seeds and are ready to 
reemerge with new music, antics and energy to launch us into the new year. 

For Fans of: Tom Waits, Gogol Bordello, Man Man, Squirrel Nut Zippers, Balkan Beatbox, The Dresden Dolls, Murder By Death
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“They are part circus 
vaudevillians, part 

trickster brats and they 
put on an absolutely 

amazing performance. 
This is a band you need to 

know about.”- Slug 
Magazine 

“EGRESS never slows 
down. Like a madcap 

carnival ride possessed by 
ghosts- this promises to 

be one heck of a live 
show.”- Pop Dose 

“An absolutely essential 
band for lovers of musical 

eclecticism.” - Velvety
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